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Abstract- This paper introduces a Channel Estima-
tion (CE) scheme called Linear Interpolation with De-
cision Feedback (LIDF) for downlink coherent Rake-
combining in a DS-CDMA mobile environment. In this
case an UTRA FDD scenario is taken for showing the
feasibility of this approach. This scheme uses known pe-
riodically time-multiplexed pilot symbols for interpolat-
ing the channel coefficients in between. It decides all
symbols within the focused slot and takes them to do a
new channel estimation using a linear regression to re-
fine its estimation. Beside of using this LIDF on pilot
sequences of every Dedicated Physical Channel (DPCH)
in UMTS, the refinement of the estimation by regres-
sion could also be used for the Common Pilot Channel
defined in the 3GPP UTRA FDD DL specification [1].
This main approach has been done for 2-G systems be-
fore i.e. [2] and is now implemented for 3GPP UTRA
FDD DL.

The basic advantage of this approach is to have good
noise reduction capability and good adaptation to the
time variant channel coefficients. Some simulation re-
sults for one and multiple users for the LIDF-CE com-
pared with other well known CE-filters are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

UMTS is the 3rd generation mobile cellular communication
system of the (near) future. Upon others it defines a FDD-
Wide-Band-CDMA scheme using a coherent Rake-receiver
as shown in fig. 1. The signal ����� which can be detected
after the I&D-Operation is represented as1
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where 0 4�8 	(*+ is the real valued channelization code also
known as OVSF-code with spreading factor (

�:�
) and 0 35456

represents the complex scrambling code.
The received signal after maximum ratio combining for a;�<
-finger Rake-receiver is denoted as

�'= <�> 	�����@?BA$ � &DC � ����� ��	���E,GFH 1� 	��� (2)

1(*) denotes conjugate complex

where FH � 	��� is the estimated channel coefficient for the I -
th finger. In UMTS-FDD downlink a Dedicated Physical
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Figure 1: Rake-receiver

Channel (DPCH) consists of user data also called Dedi-
cated Physical Data Channel (DPDCH), time-multiplexed
with control information – the so called Dedicated Physi-
cal Control Channel (DPCCH) as depicted in fig. 2 or in
[1]. The DPCCH itself is divided in Transmit Power Con-
trol (TPC) symbols, a Transport Format Combination In-
dicator (TFCI), and a pilot sequence. Fifteen slots withJ 3 ��KML � /"N7O7P

chips using this structure are combined in
one frame of 10 ms length. The pilot sequence changing
for every slot within a frame is used for channel estimation
by correlating the incoming signal with the pilot sequence.
Besides of this pilot symbol aided scheme, 3GPP also pro-
vides pilot channels for CE. This Common Pilot Channel
is not considered within this paper, although this here pro-
posed scheme can be easily adapted to it. LetQ �R� Q 3 ��K5L�S QUT � ��KML with

Q 3 ��K5L�� J 3 ��K5L�V ���
(3)

where
Q T � ��KML denotes the number of pilot symbol used in

DPCCH. We can estimate a channel coefficient in centre of
the pilot sequence in the W -th slot by correlation.

FH ��� X � �Q T � ��K5L
Y�Z�[ \5] #��$^_&DY�` �'����� � 	�ab�,c�. / ,�dB1X 	�aeS Q �  (4)

with the pilot sequence dBXf	�af defined as:

dbXB	�afhgji� P klPnm apo QUT � ��K5L� P k
otherwise. (5)
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Figure 2: Slot and frame structure

The estimates FH ��� X are processed further on, using CE-
filters. In general signal processing has to cope with noise
and the time variant change of channel coefficients. Un-
fortunately both effects are contradictory to each other. In
order to antagonise noise averaging is mandatory but this
will deteriorate the performance in a high mobile environ-
ment. Therefore a compromise has to be found. There are
two standard linear CE-filters discussed in [3] which will be
used as reference in this paper.

The averaging filter also shown in fig. 3a) tries to reduce
the noise and is not tracking the channel coefficient within
a slot at all. The linear interpolation-filter is just drawing
a line between two neighbouring estimates to follow the
change of the time variant channel coefficient of one Rake-
finger as shown in fig. 3b). Therefore noise reduction of the
linear interpolation CE depends on the position within the
slot. In linear interpolation, there is no noise reduction at
the position of the pilot and up to three dB in the middle
between two pilot sequences. In order to examine the per-
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Figure 3: Classical CE, (a): Averaging, (b): Linear interpolation

formance of these two filters a bit further the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between the ”real” channel coefficient

H XD	���
and its estimation FH������ � X 	��� with )D)B) denotes the estima-
tion scheme, can be expressed as:

J ��� X 	��� k ��� g	��� FH
����� � X 	����S H X 	��� ���
��

(6)

In this case expectation is substituted by time average due
to ergodicity

J ��� 	�����������Y���� �Q Y #��$X &DC ��� FH ����� � Xf	����S H Xf	��� ���
�

(7)

with ��� � P���������� /7N"O7P V ��� S ��� . The estimate FH������
is the estimate of the considered CE xxx and

H X 	��� �

� �(� �"!�#��^_& � H X 	�af where
H X 	�af is the real channel coefficient

calculated for every chip .
Using a one tap Rayleigh channel at a velocity  with

an
�"! V Q C of 8 dB and the UMTS-transmission slot for-

mat #10 (SF=128, 4 pilot symbols per sequence) the MSE
depends on the position within the slot. This is depicted
for the two slot averaging CE in fig. 4. A global minimum
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Figure 4: MSE of averaging CE

in the middle between two pilot sequences can be seen in
fig. 4 according to the intersection of the estimated and the
”real” channel coefficient in fig. 3a. Especially for higher
velocities this method degrades fast, but for lower veloci-
ties it yields a 3 dB gain compared to a single slot CE. In
fig. 5 the MSE for the linear interpolation is depicted. At
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Figure 5: MSE of linear interpolation CE

the edges (near the pilot sequences) and for low velocities
this method provides a three dB loss against the averaging
CE, as expected, it reaches the same MSE as the averaging
CE in the middle between two pilot sequences. On the other
hand it provides a much better behaviour in a highly mobile
environment. For higher velocities the advantage of 3 dB
noise reduction in the middle will be countered by ascend-
ing nonlinearity of the real channel coefficient resulting in
a global maximum at the centre, that can also be deduced



from fig. 3b).

II. LINEAR INTERPOLATION WITH DECI-
SION FEEDBACK

The principle of the LIDF-scheme is depicted in fig. 6. First
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Figure 6: Principle of LIDF-CE

we use the linear interpolation scheme described in the pre-
vious section for an initial channel estimation.

FH������ � X � ��	��� � Q�� ����	 S 	 Q�
�� ���	 V /�� ��Q�� ����	 ,fFH X #�� � �� Q 
�� ���	 V /�� �Q�� ���	 , FH X � � (8)

for
Pem ��o Q � ����	

Those estimated channel coefficients FH ���� � X � � 	��� are used
to decide the data. Note that in this paper the decision is
made without utilising a FEC. A decision after channel de-
coding would be much more reliable and therefore improve
the system significantly but computational costs and delay
of the system will also raise. Esspecially in its practcal im-
plementation, this would lead to save all data ��� � and wait
until channel coding including interleaving is done. There-
fore a vast amount of memory is needed, which is not pos-
sible for a handheld to bear due to its costs and power con-
sumption.

F� ���� � X 	��� � �. /�� ����� � ? #��$ � &DC ������� � 	���E,GFH 1���� � X � � 	����� (9)

for
Pem ��o Q �

Pilot symbols are not detected because they are known
anyway.

F������� � XB	��� � �. / dfXB	��DS Q �� (10)

for
Q � m ��o Q�� ���	

After deciding the data symbols using a regular Rake-
receiver, this data can be used to estimate the channel coef-
ficients FH ���� ��� � X � � 	��� for every symbol within the slot.FH ���� ��� � X � � 	����� ������� � 	����,UF� 1����� � X 	��� (11)

Unfortunately there is a possibility of error in the deci-
sion making process, especially in this case without using
any FEC. To overcome or at least alleviate this obstacle,
some sort of averaging has to be done. In this case we
propose a model based approach for the progression of the
channel coefficients. A linear regression line � �! ) �#"
is employed. In general a linear regression with $ is the
number of measured points (here $ � /7N"O7P V ���

per slot)
and ) � is the position of the � -th measurement and � � is the
appropriate measured value, is explained in [4, S.696ff.].

 � $&% #���� &DC ) � � � S(' % #���� &DC ) �*) ' % #���� &DC � �*)
$+% #���� &DC ) �� S(' % #���� &DC ) �*) � (12)

" � �$ %
#��$ � &DC � � S, �$ %

#��$ � &DC ) � (13)

To estimate FH�- ����� � X � � 	��� equations 12 and 13 are used
separately for real and imaginary part on FH ����� ��� � X � � 	��� ,
yielding the regression coefficients  6�.0/ ��� X � � , " 6.0/ ��� X � � , ��1 /2 � X � � and

" ��1 /2 � X � � .
FH�- �3��� � X � � 	��� �  6.0/ ��� X � � ,_� �4" 6�.0/ ��� X � �� *U	5 ��1 /2 � X � �B, � �6" ��1 /72 � X � �� (14)

for
Pnm ��o Q�� ���	

Comparing the MSE depicted in fig. 7 for the decision feed-
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Figure 7: MSE of the Linear Interpolation with Decision Feed-
back scheme

back and fig. 5 for the linear interpolation scheme. Some
differences can be worked out. For small velocities both
look quite similar, but the decision feedback scheme has
much better (smaller) MSE because of its better noise re-
duction capabilities. In a high mobile environment some
deviations at the borders of the slot can be seen. These de-
viations are the result of the non linear characteristics of the
channel coefficients. In this case a systematic error is in-
duced, but in general this error is neglectable. This problem
can also be seen in fig. 6, where the line for the estimate



crosses the curve for the true channel coefficients at two
points which results in two minima within the MSE-plot in
fig. 7. For some special high speed cases, it may be more
advantageous to use a higher order regression type.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section simulation results are presented. The slot for-
mats taken for simulation are shown in table II. The com-
plete list of slot formats can be found in [1]. A Vehicular-A
channel with fixed delays for the channel-taps is taken, as
described in [5].

TABLE II
Used slot formats within the simulations

Slot
�:�

DPCH DPDCH Pilot
Format in Symbols per Slot
#8 128 20 17 2
#13 32 80 70 8
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Figure 8: Vehicular-A slot format # 8, v=120km/h
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Figure 9: Vehicular-A slot format # 8, v=300km/h

The Rake-receiver has six fingers but is only using taps
for MRC that have at least 10% of the power of the most
powerful tap, because very small taps are very hard to es-
timate due to crosstalk. Power control and channel coding

are not in use. Next to the following simulation results the
classical AWGN-curve is displayed. Besides the described
LIDF scheme there is also a second one for reference that
assumes a correct (perfect) predetection of data for channel
estimation ( F��� K5��� X � � X 	��� ) (P-LIDF). Therefore the use of
a FEC will result in a BER between the shown LIDF scheme
without FEC and the one with perfect data decision.

In fig. 8 a Vehicular-A channel for a velocity of 120 km/h
and

��� � � /��
is taken.

Here, LIDF provides the best results. These improve-
ments are quite small compared to the classical CEs. Keep
in mind that the number of data symbols in this format #8
is also quite small (17 Symbols) compared to the number of
pilot symbols (2). This results in a strong impact of false
estimates on the LIDF scheme on the one hand and a very
good linear interpolation/averaging on the other one. Be-
cause of this, LIDF degrades compared with perfect data
detection significantly between 1 dB in a low noise envi-
ronment and up to 3.5 dB in areas with strong noise. In
this case using a FEC for data detection would probably
improve the performance of this system very well.

Using this channel, averaging can not cope with the time
variant channel, but its good noise reduction capabilities are
sufficient in a noisy environment till 8 dB.

Linear interpolation can cope with the time variant chan-
nel quite well. Its worse bit error rate up to an

��� V Q C loss
of 0.75 dB for very high

��� V Q C compared to LIDF are due
to its worse noise reduction.

In the case displayed in fig. 9 the velocity is raised to
300 km/h. At this high speed LIDF-CE outperforms the
classical ones quite clearly. Even in a noisy environment
the LIDF scheme has a gain of about one dB against the
linear interpolation which raises with better

��� V Q C .
Averaging is totally overstrained with the time variance

of the channel. Even its good noise reduction capabilities
do not help, resulting in an error floor at about one percent.

Linear interpolation does compensate the change of
channel coefficients much better. Nevertheless linear in-
terpolation can not adapt completely to the time variant
change, because this change can not be modelled as linear,
which leads to an error-floor at about

/ , � Pb#	�
.

Due to its linear approach LIDF-CE also can not cope
with the time variance of the channel, but it tries to find
an optimal line resulting in a better error floor at approxi-
mately

/ , � P #�

and a much better performance compared

to the classical schemes. Similar to the 120 km/h case P-
LIDF also gains significantly. In fig. 10 and 11 the bit error
rates for a Vehicular-A channel for 120 km/h and 300 km/h
and

��� �� /
are displayed. The overall performance does

naturally degrades with about 0.5-1 dB due to the lesser
spreading factor. Linear interpolation and averaging look
quite similar compared with the

��� � � /��
case. The main

difference in this case is that the P-LIDF scheme is not as
good as before. Compared to non perfect LIDF its gain
shrinks to about 0.5 to 1.5 dB. Here, utilising a FEC for
better data decision can not improve the performance that
much compared to the

��� � � /��
case. LIDF does have

enough data symbols to deal with, therefore false data deci-
sions do not effect the performance significantly.

In fig. 12 and 13 the BER is displayed in the presence
of intracell multiuser interference. The BS transmits the
signals for every user with the same power. The numbers
of users are 16 and 32 and the spreading factor is 128 (slot
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Figure 10: Vehicular-A slot format # 13, v=120km/h
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Figure 11: Vehicular-A slot format # 13, v=300km/h

format � 8). The performance degrades fast with raising
number of users. Nevertheless the performance advantage
of LIDF is mostly the same compared to the classical ones.
The gain for v=120 km/h is about 1.5 dB at an

� � V Q C of 10
dB or even much higher in the 300 km/h case. Since noise is
gets more dominant with the number of users performance
of lin. interpolation gets weaker compared to averaging.
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Figure 12: VHC-A, �������	��
 , v=120km/h, 16 � 32 Users
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Figure 13: VHC-A, ���������
 , v=300km/h, 16 � 32 Users

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In general CE has to cope with noise and time variance
of the channel. The here proposed LIDF-CE is capable to
cope time variant channels and noise reduction. This paper
shows the basic idea of the LIDF-CE and provides some
clues of the utilizability, of such a scheme. It also considers
multiuser conditions quite briefly.

For further studies there are still a few things which might
be interesting.

First of all, linear regression can be used on Common
Pilot Channel which can be quite beneficial. The problem of
detection errors is gone and time variance within a slot can
be compensated with the regression line while having better
noise reduction capabilities. Additionally it may be an idea
to consider the length of the regression line according to the
velocity instead of taking exactly one frame. On the other
hand for very high velocities higher order regression types
may be examined.

As mentioned before the decision making process can
be relocated after turbo- or convolutional decoding. This
would lead to additional delay and higher computational
cost but it would probably improve the performance in
modes with higher spreading factors.
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